BACKFLOW PREVENTION ASSEMBLY

D.I. CLASS 52-PIPE FOUNDATION WALL

CONCRETE THRUST BLOCK

TO SUPPLY LINE OR FIRE DEPT. CONNECTION

FLOOR FLANGE

MIN 2" CLEARANCE

FLOOR SLAB

90 DEG BEND (MJXMJ) W/ MEGA LUG ADAPTERS

CONCRETE THRUST BLOCK

(SEE STD PLAN NO.)

D.I. CLASS 52-PIPE SIZE AS PER DESIGN

RISER DETAIL

NTS

1. IF USED ON DESIGN DRAWINGS, ENGINEER TO PROVIDE DIMENSIONS.

RISER DETAIL

SEE STD PLAN NO._

PREVENTION BACKFLOW ASSEMBLY

169x358 MIN 2"

133x549 FLANGE

133x565 FLOOR SLAB

6" min

169x441 CLEARANCE

134x648 FLOOR SLAB

(SEE STD PLAN NO._

1. IF USED ON DESIGN DRAWINGS, ENGINEER TO PROVIDE DIMENSIONS.